
Monday 11-02-08 Operations Meeting Minutes

February 14, 2008

Present: Gianluca, Roberto, Raja, Umberto, Marianne, Joel, Philippe, Nick,
Marcos, Matvey, Andrei, Stuart.

lcg-geturls

This command has fails if the input list of files has a problematic file. Ad hoc
solution have been tried (both for CASTOR and dCache), but the final result
does not allow us to effectively use this command.

SAM test

On the test system, DIRAC JobReceiver failure over the weekend stopped SAM
job submission for the last two days. Restarting the jobReceiver has allowed
the usual SAM activity.

L0 stripping

Joel has modified the filter. A few inconsistencies have been found. addDirec-
tory seemed not to work consistently. It was not working for two, three times
and then suddenly it start working properly. It is difficult to debug since the
problem may not be reproducible.
A new feature in CASTOR prevent to start the staging if the number of requests
is below a threshold. Staging must be opportunely throttled.

The MDF filter issue

The filter seems to have a bug. Jobs are using “*.rdst” and “*.dst”. Only the
second should work.

Mixing different voms proxy roles

It seems that there is an inconsistency whenever one submit different jobs with
different roles. Only the longest proxy is stored in the proxy repository. This
behavior forbid to run SAM test activity and normal testing activity on a single
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DIRAC instance.
A few solutions have been proposed.

1. Brute force. Only proxy with role equal production will be accepted in
the production system.

2. Voms manipulation methods should be back ported from DIRAC 3 to
DIRAC 2.

3. Remove for the production machine all the proxies that have not the role
equal production.

IntegrityDB Site definition

Since the Problematic table in the IntegrityDB contains Site names in an un-
orthodox manner, it is necessary to conform the behavior of all the agents that
interact with the IntegrityDB. So far, for example, the Site CERN is represented
as: CERN-disk, CERN-tape, CERN, LCG.CERN.ch.

RAL migration

The migration is in progress. Tim Folks is working together with Marianne to
coordinate the job transfer submission one a tape is mounted. The tape 1421
was first mounted and then unmounted because it was problematic.

PIC Migration

Still waiting for the green light from PIC people (Esther). Then Marianne will
register the replicas in the LFC (about 30 min. for 115000 replicas).

Deleting files from the bookkeeping

The list of files has been created. There is an issue. In the OutputData table
in the JobDB, only the final part of the file name is stored. It is still missing a
method to connect this information with the final file destination.

Wall / CPU time ratio

There was a complain about a bad Wall / CPU time ratio in LHCb jobs. This
may be a related to the fact the these jobs spent quite some time in IO operation
and lcg-gt like queries.
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DIRAC P 10 release

A fix in the job wrapper is needed before this release.
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